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Title word cross-reference

$200$ [868].


6 [3846]. 6th [4256].

Canister [5849]. Canning [2502]. Cannon
Canoe [163]. Canopy [9511, 10548]. Canopy-Supporting [9511]. Cans
[529, 6301, 7491, 8620, 10132, 11080, 11594, 159]. Can’t [3187]. Can’t-Do-Its
Capacity [10808]. Cape [957, 527, 606]. Capensis [9511]. Capillarity
[8320]. Capillary [1204, 11913, 8430, 8449, 8296, 10532]. Capital
[6198, 6452, 7486]. Capitol [10180]. Capra [10366]. Caps
[9749]. Capsule [5875]. Capt. [1224, 1051, 11516]. Captain
[11501]. Captive [7126, 7695]. Capture [166, 194]. Capturing
[3416]. Car
[1105, 1292, 118, 1249, 208, 92, 1191, 322, 1408, 2062, 2246, 2066, 1707, 2176,
1831, 1688, 1751, 1567, 3326, 3166, 3693, 2585, 2815, 2587, 3695, 3456, 3546,
2634, 3022, 4440, 4390, 4728, 3788, 4242, 4779, 5336, 5190, 5704, 5752,
6170, 5707, 5260, 5420, 5312, 5212, 5683, 5266, 5000, 5516, 5518, 5747, 5780,
5658, 7397, 6941, 6302, 6552, 6577, 7364, 6760, 7389, 6810, 6234, 7117, 6456,
7253, 6276, 6360, 6688, 7115, 6766, 7684, 7859, 8392, 7518, 7539, 7754, 8183,
8259, 8260, 8391, 8560, 8562, 7648, 8425, 8529]. Car [8059, 8185, 7804, 7730,
9335, 8758, 8759, 9337, 9420, 9025, 9722, 9171, 9726, 10018, 9372, 9700,
8899, 8932, 8957, 9145, 9174, 9483, 9563, 9780, 9848, 9995, 10020, 10125, 9539,
9561, 10134, 9932, 9011, 9676, 9770, 11051, 10863, 10221, 10047, 11359, 10646,
10181, 10250, 10319, 10495, 10523, 10784, 10969, 11034, 11081, 11217, 11281,
11310, 11417, 11425, 10391, 10762, 11151, 11278, 11054, 11192, 10163, 10389,
10618, 11202, 10896, 11896, 11443, 11526, 11593, 11670, 11837, 11882, 11885,
12003, 12584, 12434, 11835, 12051, 11477, 12112, 12452]. Car
[11838, 11951, 12074, 12132, 11447, 12004, 12163, 11470]. Car-Axle
Carbon [5928, 10638, 11013, 11745, 10422]. Carbonic
[4386, 4032, 5339, 7981]. Carbonizer [1431]. Carbons [1510]. Card
[6164]. Cardboard [5439]. Carding [7960]. Care
[4164, 5437, 12360, 3536]. Careless
Carnrick [10286]. Carolina [8400, 633]. Carp
[402, 493, 1042, 6120, 1251]. Carpenter
[39, 10893, 11884]. Carpenters
[5639, 10048, 12137]. Carpentier
[2610]. Carpet
[2420, 3098, 3126, 4635, 6477, 7033, 9484, 9753, 9878]. Carpeting
[66]. Carriage
[235, 1828, 5665, 6260, 7499, 8572, 7760, 8732, 7707, 4474, 10094,
9321, 10710, 10923, 10423, 11454, 11570]. Carriages
[7178, 7469, 9319, 8788, 11008, 10620, 11240, 10227]. Carrier
[237, 4149, 6063, 6526, 8235, 9120, 8989, 9962, 11152, 12476, 11591, 11770, 12050]. Carry
[8755, 7735]. Carrying
[8286, 9227, 12280, 12163]. Cars
[988, 1112, 930, 1250, 3431, 4420, 5950, 6454, 6696, 8080, 8282, 7727, 8683,
8743, 7915, 9531, 8805, 8894, 8925, 9032, 9699, 10100, 8848, 8898, 8866, 10601,
10599, 10252, 10161, 10335, 12058, 12024, 11775, 12161, 11898, 12436].
Carson [4868]. Cart
[4338, 5549, 8108, 8933, 9929, 9988, 11727, 11504, 12111]. Carthage [5241].
Combinations [602]. Combined
[965, 612, 892, 460, 2214, 1441, 2339, 3246, 2839, 3877, 4827, 4898, 4446, 4582, 4879, 5619, 6093, 5441, 5364, 5736, 7368, 6554, 6364, 6956, 6410, 6307, 6669, 6886, 7400, 6407, 7014, 7682, 7725, 8532, 7939, 7782, 8009, 7565, 7621, 7643, 9459, 9451, 9017, 8930, 9484, 10019, 9149, 9012, 9905, 10129, 9285, 9222, 8987, 9224, 11172, 10667, 10380, 11335, 10417, 11364, 10695, 10686, 12137].

Combining [912]. Combs [11052].

Combustible [2958].

Combustion [884, 4744, 6851, 10288]. Come [2911].

Comet [1722, 2418, 3064, 2725, 3298, 3297, 3304, 9585, 263, 2237, 2439, 2561, 3723, 4258, 4574, 5514, 5186, 5486, 5550, 6683, 9572]. Comets [2530, 6251, 6547, 7723, 3241, 7669].

Comet [1722, 2418, 3064, 2725, 3298, 3297, 3304, 9585, 263, 2237, 2439, 2561, 3723, 4258, 4574, 5514, 5186, 5486, 5550, 6683, 9572]. Comets [2530, 6251, 6547, 7723, 3241, 7669]. Comfort [9289].

[1461, 1905, 1407, 34, 1403, 9419, 9818, 11947]. Courts
[2548, 2572, 11220, 4799]. Couvreux [6171]. Cover
[381, 2670, 5414, 6310, 6811, 8281, 8676, 7919, 7962, 9698, 9873,
10127, 11772, 12455, 12075]. Covered [7275]. Covering
[1080, 101, 5338, 8814]. Coverings [11174, 10736]. Covers
[3648, 5826, 11080]. Cow [5192, 6343, 9154]. Cowen [7992]. Cowl
[7065, 8739, 10566]. Cows [7441]. Cox [6556]. Cowl
[7065, 8739, 10566]. Cowen [7992]. Cowl
[7065, 8739, 10566]. Cows [7441]. Cox [6556]. Cows
[7441]. Coxen [7992]. Cowl
[7065, 8739, 10566]. Cowen [7992]. Cowl
[7065, 8739, 10566]. Cows [7441]. Cox [6556]. Cows
First 31
[801, 88, 1245, 3532, 4288, 3900, 4095, 5543, 8494, 9006, 10833, 11536, 12147].
Individual [7018]. Induced [4027]. Induction [2041, 2972, 2341, 2476].
Inductors [4191]. Industrial [131, 973, 591, 345, 1289, 1463, 2078, 1965,
5147, 5731, 5339, 5566, 8339, 7748, 9743, 9792, 9007, 10739]. Industries
[42, 1037, 1072, 1109, 1147, 1180, 1216, 1247, 1268, 1293, 1329, 58, 99,
120, 138, 186, 207, 239, 312, 382, 413, 441, 450, 477, 511, 535, 614, 641, 659,
720, 826, 857, 875, 959, 992, 1172, 887, 780, 1286, 2842, 2986, 3060,
3171, 3803, 4099, 5193, 5216, 5263, 5315, 5333, 5383, 6186, 8802]. Industry
[1315, 1008, 905, 921, 2311, 1437, 2980, 5267, 8424, 8727, 8051, 12230, 3504].
Inertia [8879]. Inexpansibility [12069]. Inexpensive [9576, 9510, 11013, 8141,
9206]. Infants [2728]. Infected [1011]. Infection [9955]. Infernal [1348].
Influence [12, 2146, 2941, 4033]. Influences [11326]. Influx [1352]. Information
[10891]. Infringement [1534]. Ingenious [2174]. Ingenuity [270]. Ingersoll
[9366]. Ingot [10850]. Inhabitant [1594]. Inhalers [7562]. Injector [3391, 3170,
6813, 6580, 9456, 11749, 9729]. Injectors [316]. Injurious [11326]. Injury
[4669]. Ink [1821, 2005, 7513, 12563]. Inking [10419, 11696]. Inkstand [461, 11576].
Inman [10852]. Innocent [3567, 2835, 3641]. Innocents [9928]. Inoculating
[10853]. Inquiry [5457]. Insane [270, 4164, 9772, 10191]. Insanity [2285]. Insatiated
[2899]. Insect [7702]. Insecticides [881, 3739]. Insectivorous [1726]. Insects
[2363, 3895, 9141, 10178, 2885]. Insertable [6068]. Inserting [12023]. Inspection
[707, 35, 4850, 4333, 4487]. Instance [2562]. Instantaneous [2083, 3748, 5318,
6792, 10801, 10842, 10905]. Instinct [12327]. Instinctive [7004]. Institute
[974, 1749, 3216, 3458, 4600, 9677, 9773, 10967, 10920, 12296, 11520, 856,
2034, 7175]. Institutions [11506]. Instruction [2959]. Instrument [19, 211, 1432,
6182, 7497, 8230, 10049, 11259, 12049]. Instruments [12626]. Insulated
[11174, 10760]. Insulating [8288]. Insulation [10864]. Insulator [1133,
2687, 8134, 10073, 11544]. Insurance [4850, 4500, 4615, 4640, 5400, 6200,
7455]. Intakes [12429]. Intelligence [13]. Intention [9187]. Intentions
[3075, 4506, 4685, 10957, 10959, 10536, 11184, 11804, 11889]. Inter [7610].
Inter-State [7610]. Interest [1175, 10801]. Interesting [2245, 1486, 2473, 2733,
4075, 4151, 6211, 11012, 11718, 9774]. Interests [3244]. Interference [4797, 7721].
Interferences [1438]. Interior [5846, 7932]. Intermittent [7119]. International
[696, 1653, 3479, 4303, 4184, 7523, 9911, 9792, 9209, 10684, 752, 1561, 2015,
4443, 5771, 5796, 5046, 5612, 5137, 5746, 6827, 9662, 10011, 10592, 12208,
12252, 12275, 12621]. Interoceanic [5994]. Interrupting [10636]. Intolerance
[1700]. Invalid [2191, 9819, 10436, 10468]. Invalidation [2605]. Invalidates
[11473]. Invalids [2728]. Invented [7736]. Inventing [369]. Invention
[267, 372, 88, 1352, 1102, 296, 277, 2107, 2145, 1675, 1562, 2889, 2913, 2794,
3702, 3284, 3310, 3331, 3421, 3581, 3584, 3605, 3608, 2822, 2866, 3155, 3232,
3170, 3527, 3076, 3607, 3203, 3231, 3260, 2890, 3129, 3130, 2825, 2724, 2631,
Inventions

[3583, 3629, 3657, 3679, 2662, 2732, 2761, 2777, 2800, 2824, 2864, 2887, 2912, 2929, 2991, 3010, 3027, 3091, 3116, 3152, 3176, 3178, 3199, 3227, 3247, 3259, 3700, 3724, 3282, 3308, 3330, 3359, 3380, 3418, 3440, 3465, 3486, 3313, 3380, 3418, 3440, 3465, 3486, 3513, 3537, 3558].

Inventions

[346x681]45

Inventions

[3583, 3629, 3657, 3679, 2662, 2732, 2761, 2777, 2800, 2824, 2864, 2887, 2912, 2929, 2991, 3010, 3027, 3091, 3116, 3152, 3176, 3178, 3199, 3227, 3247, 3259, 3700, 3724, 3282, 3308, 3330, 3359, 3380, 3418, 3440, 3465, 3486, 3513, 3537, 3558].

Inventions

[346x681]45

Inventions

[3583, 3629, 3657, 3679, 2662, 2732, 2761, 2777, 2800, 2824, 2864, 2887, 2912, 2929, 2991, 3010, 3027, 3091, 3116, 3152, 3176, 3178, 3199, 3227, 3247, 3259, 3700, 3724, 3282, 3308, 3330, 3359, 3380, 3418, 3440, 3465, 3486, 3513, 3537, 3558].

Inventions

[346x681]45

Inventions
11660, 11684, 11710, 11756, 11764, 11804, 11823, 11844, 11865, 11889,
11917, 11940, 11959, 11988, 12013, 12038, 4050, 8321, 7096.

Inventor [883, 801, 371, 289, 3900, 8524, 8659, 9308, 11027]. Inventors
[795, 819, 3166, 3165, 2607, 3550, 4489, 3941, 5568, 5139, 5963, 5485, 5747,
5094, 8603, 8630, 8690, 8750, 7550, 7576, 7877, 8069, 8094, 8122, 8145, 8171,
8247, 8273, 8301, 8409, 8488, 8516, 8546, 7463, 8773, 9408, 10032, 10088,
10116, 10145, 9438, 9470, 9525, 9552, 9599, 9621, 9645, 9668, 9687, 9711, 9736,
9764, 9812, 9835, 9858, 9891, 9918, 9946, 9976, 10004, 8827, 8884, 8916,
8943, 8969, 8999, 9028, 9078, 9106, 9133, 9158, 9242, 9300, 9328, 9379, 10170,
10654, 11182, 11204, 11227, 11246, 11270, 11319, 11344, 11371, 11402, 11432].

Inverted [9347]. Investigating [9250]. Investigation [1432, 7029].

Investment [7861]. Investments [2396]. Iodide [12056]. Irene [10388].

Iridium [1724]. Iron [683, 574, 894, 455, 2505, 2542, 2365, 2473, 1778, 2399, 2481, 3146, 2924, 2734, 3066, 4284, 4191, 4186, 4853, 4146, 4720, 4168, 4366, 4516, 3940, 6057, 4915, 5801, 6149, 5797, 5727, 5114, 5656, 6135, 5285, 5113, 5775, 5565, 5384, 5282, 6974, 6707, 6732, 6388, 6497, 6953, 7178, 8005, 8086, 7541, 8057, 7969, 8666, 8995, 8850, 8977, 8938, 9831, 10821, 10661, 11967, 11933, 12587, 295].

Ironclad [3268, 9464]. Ironing [95, 7984, 7538, 9451, 9178, 9961, 9254, 10046, 9747]. Irons [1515, 9253].

Irradiation [9829]. Irrigating [5465]. Irrigating-Ditches [5465].


Janeiro [4876]. January [4724, 5988, 11215, 11441, 12472, 7414, 7955].

Japan [3548, 4212, 6595]. Japanese [1222, 7847, 752]. Jar
49

[1730, 3948, 8081, 7471, 9016, 10418]. Jardin [4127]. Jardiniere [4879].
[9931]. Jigger [9796]. John [7146, 11501, 1759, 3393, 3625, 2836, 9307, 9360, 11366, 11574].
[9032]. July [3123, 4079, 5356, 6783, 10799, 11872, 8054, 8641]. Jumping [719, 3557, 3875]. June

Kane [12004]. Kangaroo [5623]. Kansas [525, 10452, 1252]. Kearney
Kensington [8428]. Kentucky [1860]. Kerosene [2527, 10178]. Kettle
Kindler [1521]. King [894, 3722, 863, 7179, 10435]. Kingfisher [9970].
Kingio [123]. Kinsua [2811]. Kitchen [10763, 11719]. Kite [8370]. Kites
[10230]. Kiwi [4854]. Klinkerfues [2854]. Kluchefskaya [9806]. Kluchi
[9806]. Knap sack [10243]. Kneader [12342]. Knee [10517]. Knickerbocker
Königstrasse [8371]. Koolokamba [5394]. Krakatoa [4500]. Krebs [5667].

L. [9831]. Labastide [3966]. Label [7083, 6402, 6404, 8849]. Labels
[6084, 6033, 5723]. Labor [567, 1604, 3642, 3738, 6509, 8476, 4358].
Labor-Saving [567, 6509]. Laboratories [7149, 4029]. Laboratory
[507, 3947, 7376, 8781, 9717, 1077, 11860, 11802, 10286]. Lace
Mechanical

Mechanics

Mechanism

Medals

Medical

Medicinal

Mediterranean

Medusæ

Medusle

Meeting

Meetings

Meigs

Meister

Melbourne

Melde

Melody

Memorial

Memory

Men

Menace

Mendenhall

Menlo

Mennig

Menominee

Mental

Mer

Merchant

Mercurial

Mercury

Merino

Merry

Merry-Go-Round

Mersey

Message

Messrs.

Metal

Metallic

Metallized

Metallurgical

Metallurgy

Metals

Metamorphosis

Meteoric

Meteors

Meteors

Method

Methods

Metropolitan

Mexican

Mexico

Miasm

Mica

Mice

Mice-Girdled

Michel

Michigan

Micro

Micro-Audiphone

Micro-Surface

Micrographic

Micrometer

Microphone

Microscope

Microscopic

Microscopical

Midland

Midwinter

Migration

Miking

Milch

Mildew

Mile

Miles

Military
Never [298, 6147]. Newark [5536, 9140, 5536]. Newly [9867, 10366].
Newark [9637]. Newspaper [3105, 7782]. Newton [9321, 11266, 10788].
Niagara [2416, 4622, 6546]. Nicaragua [7219, 9868, 11993]. Nickel [726, 251, 2102, 12179].
Nicking [4721]. Night [5901, 9118, 10534, 11202, 7165, 7031, 7641, 8102, 7414, 7437, 7955, 8054, 8641, 7357, 7802, 8180]. Nile [3576, 4941, 7473]. Nine [1177].
No.38 [161]. No.49 [1180]. No.63 [1147]. No.86 [4099]. Noble [11052, 7151].
Norse [11666]. Normal [7244]. Norremberg [8567].
Notes [2233, 2259, 2281, 2308, 2356, 2059, 2081, 2109, 2149, 2168, 2195, 2213, 2292, 2313, 2343, 2361, 2384, 2404, 2443, 2519, 2537, 2516, 1770, 3036, 2714, 3278, 3414, 3601, 2579, 3158, 3182, 3209, 3236, 3265, 3290, 3317, 3340, 3364, 3386, 3404, 3427, 3446, 3473, 3495, 3519, 3543, 3564, 3592, 3614, 3637, 3664, 3687, 3709, 2599, 2625, 2651, 2679, 2699, 2720, 2742, 2765, 2788, 2808, 2831, 2850, 2870, 2894, 2917, 2935, 2952, 2977, 2997, 3017, 3040, 3057, 3079, 3119, 3137, 2602, 3239, 3267, 3292, 3319, 3342, 3366].
Notes [3388, 3406, 3429, 3449, 3475, 3496, 3521, 3544, 3566, 3594, 3616, 3639, 3666, 3689, 3711, 2627, 2654, 2681, 2701, 2723, 2745, 2767, 2790, 2810, 2834, 2852, 2872, 2896, 2919, 2937, 2955, 3042, 3059, 3082, 3104, 3121, 3139, 3161, 3185, 3211, 2608, 2666, 2731, 3065, 3109, 3782, 4592, 4617, 4642, 3789, 3970, 4103, 4301].
Notes [10462, 10484, 10518, 10543, 10564, 10589, 10615, 10635, 10660, 10683, 10706, 10731, 10754, 10777, 10155, 10197, 10306, 10492, 10596, 10664, 10685, 10780, 10880, 11100, 11134, 11149, 11277, 11380, 10843, 12449, 11437, 12087, 12105, 12129, 12152, 12174, 12202, 12223, 12245, 12271, 12292, 12312, 12334, 12356, 12377, 12406, 12426, 12446, 12466, 12489, 12510, 12530, 12552, 12575, 12595, 12617, 11459, 11486, 11513, 11530, 11559, 11584, 11615, 11636, 11662, 11687, 11713, 11733, 11758, 11787, 11806, 11825, 11846, 11892, 11919, 11942, 11961, 11990, 12015, 12041, 12064, 12493, 11439, 12066, 12089, 12107. Notes [12131, 12154, 12176, 12204, 12225, 12247, 12273, 12294, 12314, 12336, 12358, 12379, 12408, 12428, 12448, 12470, 12491, 12532, 12554, 12577, 12597, 12619, 11461, 11488, 11515, 11532, 11561, 11586, 11617, 11638, 11665, 11689, 11715, 11735, 11760, 11789, 11808, 11827, 11848, 11869, 11894, 11921, 11945, 11964, 11992, 12018, 12043, 11442, 11553, 11573, 11589, 11629, 11753, 11861, 11900, 12081, 12122, 12195, 12412, 9047, 724, 1232, 5317, 7514]. Notions [6555].


65

11633, 11660, 11684, 11710, 11731, 11756, 11784, 11804, 11823, 11844, 11865,
11889, 11917, 11940, 11959, 11988, 12013, 12038]. Patentee [2835].
Patentees [1982, 3063]. Patents
[133, 736, 725, 756, 775, 858, 917, 976, 1025, 1060, 1114, 1139, 1328, 1171, 369,
5, 30, 57, 84, 108, 130, 203, 223, 282, 339, 499, 522, 600, 629, 653, 706, 731,
762, 791, 903, 1201, 1313, 1347, 480, 370, 168, 250, 311, 368, 905, 195, 360,
390, 471, 494, 594, 993, 1277, 1304, 2054, 2548, 2572, 1389, 1416, 1664, 1894,
1924, 1946, 1968, 2403, 2187, 1505, 1794, 2006, 2396, 1378, 2415, 2437, 2466,
2496, 2526, 2555, 1481, 1503, 1532, 1556, 1579, 1603, 1626, 1649]. Patents
[1818, 1840, 1869, 1903, 1932, 2052, 2076, 2100, 2120, 2143, 2165, 2208, 2233,
2259, 2281, 2308, 2356, 1446, 1516, 1614, 1635, 1685, 1753, 2244, 2234, 1905,
2794, 2619, 2674, 2858, 2965, 3175, 3198, 3223, 3251, 3303, 3574, 3683, 2999,
2605, 2602, 3239, 3267, 3292, 3319, 3342, 3366, 3388, 3406, 3429, 3449, 3475,
3496, 3521, 3544, 3566, 3594, 3616, 3639, 3666, 3689, 3711, 2627, 2654, 2681,
2701, 2723, 2745, 2767, 2790, 2810, 2834, 2852, 2872, 2896, 2919, 2937, 2955,
3042, 3059, 3082, 3104, 3121]. Patents [3139, 3161, 3185, 3211, 2711, 2754,
3719, 3433, 3084, 3856, 3988, 4057, 4085, 4520, 4753, 4026, 3733, 4742, 4768,
4793, 4818, 4839, 4865, 4891, 3913, 3937, 3959, 3979, 4003, 4112, 4138, 4162,
4183, 4207, 4229, 4254, 4273, 4301, 4328, 4356, 4381, 4407, 4433, 4458, 4486,
4514, 4541, 4693, 4717, 4011, 4035, 5408, 4942, 4967, 5234, 5646, 5668, 5737,
5830, 5906, 6012, 6070, 5044, 5981, 4993, 5064, 5159, 4913, 5770, 5795, 5843,
5865, 5892, 5915, 5941, 5961, 5985, 6027, 6054, 6083, 6107, 6132, 6159].
Patents [4936, 4962, 4991, 5015, 5041, 5062, 5088, 5111, 5135, 5158, 5182,
5207, 5255, 5281, 5330, 5379, 5406, 5430, 5456, 5484, 5513, 5535, 5588, 5610,
5632, 4969, 5893, 5975, 6189, 6560, 6720, 7323, 6320, 7029, 6179, 6803, 6826,
6850, 6874, 6904, 6928, 6950, 6971, 7001, 7028, 7051, 7076, 7106, 7134, 7188,
7217, 7240, 7265, 7286, 7312, 7335, 7359, 7386, 6196, 6221, 6248, 6270, 6297,
6326, 6354, 6377, 6400, 6424, 6451, 6470, 6495, 6520, 6543, 6571, 6592, 6613,
6634, 6659, 6681, 6705, 6730, 6753, 6779]. Patents
[7465, 7561, 8063, 8087, 8194, 8267, 8309, 8450, 8499, 8597, 8652, 8727, 7722,
7411, 8072, 8127, 8150, 8177, 8205, 8226, 8252, 8278, 8306, 8328, 8351, 8385,
8440, 8462, 8522, 8552, 8581, 8609, 8636, 8665, 8696, 8725, 7433, 7461, 7484,
7508, 7533, 7556, 7582, 7606, 7636, 7664, 7693, 7719, 7745, 7773, 7798, 7825,
7856, 7883, 7905, 7930, 7952, 7978, 8001, 8026, 8049, 8098, 8415, 8493, 7451,
7845, 7721, 8815, 8902, 8984, 9182, 9636, 9870, 9901, 8855, 9381, 9409, 8854,
8778, 9530, 9558, 9584, 9603]. Patents
[9627, 9650, 9674, 9692, 9716, 9741, 9769, 9791, 9816, 9841, 9864, 9897, 9924,
9952, 9981, 10010, 10037, 10069, 10093, 10119, 8801, 8833, 8889, 8922, 8948,
8975, 9005, 9031, 9058, 9084, 9111, 9139, 9164, 9193, 9217, 9248, 9275, 9305,
9331, 9356, 9387, 9415, 9444, 9476, 9501, 10733, 10151, 10149, 10797, 10818,
10841, 10862, 10889, 10917, 10937, 10966, 10994, 11026, 11047, 11072, 11096,
11123, 11144, 11167, 11189, 11211, 11233, 11252, 11274, 11299, 11323, 11349,
11375, 11406, 10175, 10195, 10218, 10239, 10272, 10303, 10333, 10356].
Patents [10376, 10403, 10434, 10462, 10484, 10518, 10543, 10564, 10589,


Planing [6620, 8014, 7803, 9831]. Plans [7287, 8835]. Plant [142, 174, 2190, 3676, 2757, 5219, 5121, 6603, 6742, 8702, 9183, 11169, 11157, 11547, 11781].

Plant-Trimming [2757]. Planter [183, 4147, 4282, 5069, 5569, 6407, 6977, 7011, 8283, 8614, 8872, 9040, 9725, 9882, 9341, 10946, 11498, 12231, 12538]. Planters [7542, 10500].

Publications

Queries [4889, 3756, 3775, 3801, 3820, 3843, 3865, 3889, 3911, 3935, 3957, 3977, 4001, 4021, 4049, 4071, 4092, 4111, 4137, 4160, 4181, 4205, 4227, 4252, 4271, 4298, 4910, 5561, 5586, 5608, 5630, 5653, 5674, 5699, 5720, 5744, 5768, 5793, 5817, 5841, 5863, 5890, 5913, 5939, 5959, 5983, 6000, 6025, 6052, 6081, 6105, 6130, 6157, 6177, 6801, 6824, 6848, 6872, 6902, 6926, 6948]. Queries [6969, 6999, 7026, 7049, 7074, 7104, 7132, 7160, 7186, 7215, 7238, 7263, 7284, 7310, 7333, 7357, 7384, 7410, 7434, 7460, 7482, 7506, 7531, 7554, 7580, 7604, 7634, 7662, 7691, 7717, 7743, 7771, 7796, 7823, 7853, 7881, 7903]. Queries [7928, 7950, 7976, 7999, 8024, 8047, 8776, 9625, 9648, 9671, 9690, 9714, 9739, 9767, 9839, 9862, 9895, 9922, 9950, 9979, 10008, 10067, 10091, 8799, 8831, 8859, 8887, 8920, 8946, 8973, 9003, 9056, 9082, 9109, 9137, 9162, 9215, 9273, 9303, 9330, 9355, 9385, 9413, 9442, 9474, 9499, 9556, 9582, 10173, 10887, 10915, 10935, 10964, 10992, 11023, 11121, 11142, 11165, 11187, 11209, 11231, 11250, 11297, 11321, 11347, 11404, 10193, 10216, 10237, 10270, 10301, 10331, 10354, 10374, 10401, 10431, 10460, 10516, 10541, 10562, 10587, 10613, 10633, 10658, 10681, 10752]. Queries [10775, 10795, 10816, 10839, 10860, 11437, 12087, 12105, 12129, 12152, 12174, 12202, 12223, 12245, 12271, 12292, 12312, 12334, 12356, 12377, 12406, 12426, 12446, 12466, 12489, 12510, 12530, 12552, 12575, 12595, 12617, 11459, 11486, 11513, 11530, 11559, 11584, 11615, 11636, 11662, 11687, 11713, 11733, 11758, 11787, 11806, 11825, 11846, 11892, 11919, 11942, 11961, 11990, 12015, 12041, 12064]. Questions [4075, 5748, 10662]. Questions [3045]. Quick [3125, 9960, 11050, 11667]. Quick-Firing [11667]. Quieting [10309]. Quilter [10226]. Quilting [4388, 7443, 8621]. Quinnipiac [429].

[983, 3085]. Rooms [3987, 7150, 12476, 12363]. Root [8390]. Roots
[1023, 7536, 7546]. Rope [719, 1468, 4899, 5923, 6187, 10052, 10504, 11628].
Rope-Clamp [1468]. Rosaline [3212]. Rose [11396, 11397]. Rosin [945].
Rot [4277]. Rotary [1209, 327, 3191, 4281, 4052, 3740, 7297, 6305, 7678,
8705, 8672, 10409, 10220, 10385, 11546]. Rotating [4978]. Rotation [264].
Route [4871, 7137, 9868]. Routing [11521]. Row [183, 3086, 6090, 5685, 6687,
8614, 10500, 10946]. Rowing [6387]. Royal [9235, 2152, 8352, 11224].
Royalties [1380]. Rubber [780, 1174, 7592, 11355, 12079]. Rubbing [8670].
Rudder [6202, 6289, 6314, 6345, 6208]. Rudderless [6889]. Rudge [9262].
Ruelle [4705]. Rufus [5590]. Ruin [10556]. Ruined [5089, 5122, 5168, 5220,
[9752]. Rumor [11965]. Running [1250, 5359, 6260, 6862, 7891, 9699, 10690,
11181, 11314, 12281]. Running-Part [6260]. Ruptures [11776]. Rural
[3433, 1796]. Russell [3625]. Russia [6356]. Russian [1522, 3845, 4527, 6121,
10520]. Rust [6403]. Rutherfurd [12440].

S [6807]. Saber [12459]. Saber-Toothed [12459]. Saccharin [12411]. Sack
[10104]. Sack-Filling [10104]. Sacred [4473]. Sad
[4366, 6953, 7541, 8057, 9253, 8938]. Sad-Iron [4366]. Saddle
[2632, 5691, 7088, 11059, 8240]. Saddletree [8958]. Safe
[985, 3410, 2962, 4034, 3767, 7979, 11218]. Safeguards [12361]. Safes [4010].
Safest [10594]. Safety
[1182, 871, 1127, 459, 1519, 2221, 2634, 3111, 4359, 4461, 4365, 4391, 3780,
5546, 5989, 5597, 6011, 6739, 6455, 6253, 6861, 6255, 6306, 6582, 8139, 8390,
7907, 7570, 7841, 8447, 8501, 8500, 9939, 9932, 10100, 9827, 9066, 8666, 9632,
8992, 10276, 10896, 11257, 11982, 12629, 11932, 12605, 1338, 1130]. Sail
[871, 6006, 5314, 7067, 7090]. Sailing [1411, 7314]. Sailor [6831]. Sailors
[9142]. Sails [2055]. Saint [4729, 9318]. Salamanca [1085]. Salamanders
[9208]. Sale [3777, 8835]. Salida [11254]. Salpetriere [7425]. Salt
[1298, 11302, 6866, 12543]. Salts [1298]. Sample [4978, 7142]. Samuel
[10111]. Sand [1166, 4470, 3942, 7228, 7343, 11340]. Sanding [12435].
Sandpapering [8448, 12362]. Sandstone [1860]. Sandy [10094]. Sanitary
[1465, 1965, 3377, 3807, 7442]. Sanitology [1629]. Santa [8]. Sargasso
[1594]. Sargent [9782]. Sargentii [9782]. Sartell [11470]. Sash
[890, 2985, 2667, 4363, 4730, 5021, 6383, 7173, 6476, 7365, 8643, 7755, 8704,
7615, 8103, 9177, 9907, 11102, 10973, 11813, 12318, 12213]. Sash-Cord
[2985, 5021]. Sashes [8701]. Satisfactory [11517]. Saucepan [7962]. Savage
[12205]. Saver [69]. Saving [567, 2474, 2874, 5115, 7056, 6509, 11977].
Savings [5724, 10488]. Saw [1131, 2497, 2478, 1509, 3325, 3534, 2664, 4601,
4284, 4169, 3787, 3743, 4140, 4721, 5676, 4921, 6092, 6145, 5311, 6068, 5517,
5100, 6228, 6229, 6987, 6362, 7805, 8182, 7444, 8472, 8039, 7489, 9035, 9258,
Saw-Clamps [4921].
Sawing [2615, 2590, 3896, 3942, 7396, 7963, 8031, 11065, 10497, 12299, 11475].
Sawmill [2987, 4459, 11240].
Sawmills [3944].
Saws [11240].
Scares [10120].
Scares [3640].
Science [739, 803, 1088, 823, 794, 2058, 3358, 4442, 4745, 3768, 3850, 4546, 5634, 5025, 8308, 10120, 8877, 8963, 9073, 9127, 9236, 9294, 9322, 9346, 9374, 9403, 9433, 9967, 5440, 256, 346, 1076, 2334, 8637, 10095, 10070, 11412, 12599, 12276, 12132, 3195, 4279, 4895].
Sciences [1108, 134, 257, 1631, 3459, 4148, 6818, 7108, 7640].
Scientific [45, 3140, 3062, 4308, 9504, 10112, 10359, 10263, 10156, 12608, 12109, 12544, 8116, 8227, 8215, 9942, 1151, 3046, 5935, 5936, 5066, 5590, 8865, 9382, 12430, 12056].
Scissors [140, 1470, 2009, 5077, 12212].
Scoop [10844].
Scoring [8074].
Scott [3625, 10452].
Scourer [4971].
Scouring [11135].
Scraper [2043, 5760, 8764, 11384, 11567].
Scraping [6003, 8058, 8311].
Scratch [5445].
Screamer [1473].
Screen [1054, 6884, 8732, 11774, 12453].
Screw [315, 1912, 4565, 5331, 6098, 5750, 5845, 6110, 5458, 6040, 7302, 8187, 8040, 7495, 7622, 9657, 10043, 8992, 10974, 11422, 11168, 11424, 11904, 12371, 11906].
Screw-Threading [12371].
Screwdriver [12278, 12454].
Screws [4257, 5821, 9396].
Scroll [6229].
Scylla [2193].
Scythian [7761].
Sea [1021, 501, 996, 2557, 1504, 1950, 1535, 3463, 3792, 4732, 4387, 3780, 5846, 5354, 5340, 7291, 7981, 7611, 9719, 8978, 8864, 10624, 10918, 10184, 12317, 12155, 269, 1594].
Sea-Sounding [1021].
Seagreave [3525].
Seal [967, 6303, 8256, 9609, 10898, 11257, 11577].
Seal-Press [11577].
Sealed [6301].
Seals [9022, 10025, 3921, 808].
Seamanship [7003].
Seaport [11912, 374].
Search [859, 2770, 3413, 9194, 12578].
Seas [1252].
Seasickness [4142].
Seat [1990, 4309, 5420, 5685, 6114, 5709, 6641, 6598, 6882, 8059, 8422, 8003, 10105, 9589, 10947, 11835, 11595].
Seating [4848].
Seats [7389, 9777, 11447].
Sebastes [3306].
Second [1271, 11266].
Secondary [3394, 12602, 12325].
Seconds [4876].
Secor [8582].
Secret [2513].
Sectional [5101, 6230, 8818, 10424].
Sections [752].
Secure [7907, 9225].
Securer [3694, 4653, 7173, 8561, 9201].
Securing [1249, 5826, 9014, 9537, 9879].
Seed [879, 1615, 3222, 3194, 4569, 4217, 7011, 9750, 9259, 11067, 11672, 12433, 12538].
Seeder [7400].
Seeders [9588].
Seeds [3557, 9336, 10670, 10503, 3875].
Seeing [409].
Seeking [3064].
Seen [1296, 3576, 3525, 3723, 5490].
Self [1224, 380, 741, 1988, 2087, 2221, 1410, 3460, 4194, 4385, 6036, 5687, 5594],
| Statuary [9049].  Statue | [1207, 6378, 9731, 3523, 3965, 3961, 5240, 6594, 8307, 8280, 8387, 8677, 12588]. |
| Statues [8482].  Status [5138].  Statue [10122].  Stave [11058, 10284].  Steak [212].  Steak-Tendering [212].  Steam |
| [5469, 5969, 5497, 5543, 5563, 4944, 5049, 5293, 5598, 5902, 5900, 5665, 6055, 4938, 4924, 5642, 5784, 5517, 5611, 5231, 5570, 6572, 6918, 6754, 6860, 6504, 6505, 7297, 7371, 6624, 7017, 6275, 6235, 7010, 6582, 6305, 6834, 6815, 7499, 7992, 8526, 7918, 8313, 8329, 7887, 8420, 7647, 8315, 8674, 7673, 8343, 7940, 7866, 7707, 7731, 8508, 8527, 7447, 7705, 7909, 7567, 8133, 8394, 7934, 8312, 8486, 9152, 8756, 9171, 8925, 9957, 8994, 9281, 10072, 9398, 9153, 10042, 9574, 9587, 9070, 8786, 9960, 9114, 9319, 9747, 9321, 9283].  Steam |
| [11313, 10722, 10740, 10599, 11392, 11241, 10846, 10220, 10385, 10424, 10743, 10423, 11810, 12158, 11727, 12158, 11815, 12136, 11476, 12328, 12025, 12519, 12164, 12601, 11703, 512, 607, 828, 911, 1827, 8066, 8191, 8213, 8239, 1034, 1655].  Steam |
[5773, 6767, 8463, 8418]. Torricelli [8268]. Torsion [4211]. Total
[2898, 3846, 4256, 9628, 9263, 11215, 11748]. Toveræ [6650]. Towage
[4899]. Towel [7255]. Tower [2628, 7393, 6460, 7968, 8537, 8266, 11970, 11809, 11840, 12147, 12206, 11367, 6988, 11751, 11215, 11748]. Towle [2189]. Town [10404].
Towns [10830]. Townsmen [11897]. Toxicophidia [11705]. Toy
[3767, 5367, 6150, 6438, 10156]. Toys
[45, 1872, 8877, 8963, 9073, 9127, 9236, 9294, 9322, 9346, 9374, 9403, 9433, 9967]. Trace
[4609, 5365, 6096, 5638, 6740]. Tracheotome
[2903]. Tracing
[9565]. Track
[1651, 2658, 4441, 5312, 6288, 6993, 8282, 8232, 8590, 7835, 11970, 11809]. Tracks
[10124, 12435]. Traction
[3746, 4874, 5016, 6581, 6817, 8814, 9418, 9369, 11364]. Trade
[756, 1025, 502, 1007, 317, 10, 1389, 1794, 1482, 2220, 1770, 2674, 3175, 3251, 3271, 3988, 5646, 5830, 5723, 6282, 6402, 6757, 8195, 12009]. Trademark
[6404]. Trademarks [6033]. Trades [6331, 10684, 11235]. Trafalgar
[9679]. Traffic
[10636]. Train [5466, 6743, 9653]. Training
[1404, 6916]. Trains
[6715, 11181, 11314, 7375]. Tram [5194]. Tramnel
[9958]. Tramway
[5927, 8192]. Tramways [11794, 3293]. Transactions [1892]. Transatlantic
[12458]. Transcontinental [7860]. Transfer [3367, 11837]. Transferring
[3431]. Transformation
[2630, 8553]. Transformations
[2174]. Transformers [8036]. Transfusion
[3654]. Transit
[7287, 8611, 9503, 10830, 3525, 3432, 3522]. Transits
[6480, 3450]. Transmission
[3392, 3649, 4656, 3867, 8216, 8638, 9343]. Transmitter
[1712, 8534, 262, 1471]. Transmitting
[5825, 6116, 5644, 10103, 10902]. Transom
[9423]. Transparent
[351]. Transplanting
[10602, 11773]. Transplant
[7362]. Trichia
[4718]. Trevelyan
[12055]. Trial
[1074, 4597, 9613, 10939, 12021, 11937]. Trials [6941, 10919, 12580, 12156].
Triangulation [7362]. Trichechus
[8539]. Trichinosis
[5462]. Trick
[7650, 10505]. Tricks [10377]. Tricycle
[3375, 3378, 4031, 4475, 5498, 6288, 6712, 6859, 6910, 10640, 10922, 10743, 11678]. Tricycles
[3873, 8508]. Trimmer
[1918]. Trimming
[2757, 4673, 9363]. Trip
[8242, 11221, 11202, 12409, 11937]. Triple
[4970, 6481, 8065, 7759, 9594, 11426, 11704]. Tripod [9202, 12211]. Trireme
[3984]. Triton [723]. Trocadero
[4803]. Trombone
[6091]. Tromp
[8781]. Tropical
[8196]. Trotting
[2368]. Troubled
[5004]. Troubles
[5208, 12471].
Yacht [4139, 6572, 6827, 7746, 8582, 10011, 9489, 9575, 8834, 8905, 9545, 9426].
Yucatan [5090, 5089, 5122, 5168, 5220, 5243].
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Anonymous: 1889: UAC
Anonymous:1889:RPIar


Anonymous:1889:BPas


Anonymous:1889:BNBw


Anonymous:1889:NQaq


Anonymous:1889:IIar


Anonymous:1889:PNPar

Anonymous:1889:NN


Anonymous:1889:HTC


Anonymous:1889:ASC


Anonymous:1889:IDCd


Anonymous:1889:IWSc


Anonymous:1889:ISg


REFERENCES

Anonymous:1889:BNBx


Anonymous:1889:IIas


Anonymous:1889:Iaae


Anonymous:1889:PNPAs


Anonymous:1889:ELT


Anonymous:1889:PPJd

Anonymous:1889:EPN


Anonymous:1889:IRW


Anonymous:1889:IACc


Anonymous:1889:APC


Anonymous:1889:IER


Anonymous:1889:IRR

Anonymous:1889:GTC


Anonymous:1889:IFCd


Anonymous:1889:APW


Anonymous:1889:NSR


Pike:1889:PFI


Anonymous:1889:NSW

REFERENCES


Anonymous:1889:IBCi

Anonymous:1889:Saag

Anonymous:1889:Caaf

Anonymous:1889:RPIau

Anonymous:1889:BPav

Anonymous:1889:NQat
REFERENCES


REFERENCES

Anonymous:1889:HGB


Anonymous:1889:IVSc


Anonymous:1889:INa


Anonymous:1889:EPC


Anonymous:1889:IHd


Anonymous:1889:ELHb


REFERENCES


REFERENCES


Anonymous:1889:BPax

Anonymous:1889:NPav

Anonymous:1889:IIax

Anonymous:1889:PNPav

Anonymous:1889:DBS

Anonymous:1889:NGA
REFERENCES


Anonymous:1889:IIEa


Anonymous:1889:IDPc


Anonymous:1889:NUC


Anonymous:1889:VMH


Anonymous:1889:GB


Anonymous:1889:IFBe


Anonymous:1889:IFW

Anonymous:1889:iaaj


Anonymous:1889:Cag


Anonymous:1889:RPIax


Anonymous:1889:BNBab


Anonymous:1889:BPay


Anonymous:1889:NQaw

Anonymous:1889:Ilay


Anonymous:1889:PNPaw


Anonymous:1889:RSL


Anonymous:1889:ISWe


Anonymous:1889:STB


Anonymous:1889:CNR


Anonymous:1889:ISL


Anonymous:1889:PFP


Brown:1889:SDR


Baker:1889:CML


Anonymous:1889:Ikak


Anonymous:1889:RPlay

REFERENCES


REFERENCES


REFERENCES


REFERENCES


Anonymous:1889:PNPay


Anonymous:1889:GWS


Anonymous:1889:SIE


Anonymous:1889:PPS


Pike:1889:SWC


Anonymous:1889:IMBBb


Anonymous:1889:ISi

REFERENCES


Benjamin:1889:TCM


Anonymous:1889:PEl


Anonymous:1889:Iaam